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TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY FOR FINITE
INVARIANT SUBSETS OF Y

■

SHIHAI LI AND XIANGDONG YE

Abstract. Let Y be the space {z € C: z3 £ [0, 1]} with a metric defined by

the arc length. Suppose that / is a continuous map from Y to itself and P

is a finite /-invariant subset. In this paper we construct a continuous map C/>

from Y to itself satisfying Cp\p = f\p which achieves the infimum topological

entropies of continuous maps from Y to itself which agree with / on P .

1. Introduction

By a graph we mean a connected compact one-dimensional branched mani-
fold. A tree is a graph without cycles. A triod is a tree with only three branches.

Here we take Y as the triod {zeC:z3e[0,l]} along with a metric defined
by the arc length. See [ACG], [ALM 1,2], [AM], [AY], [Bald 1,2], [BC], [BGMY],
[B1 ] and [LM] for some results concerning the dynamical properties of graph
maps, see [FM] for the relation between disk homeomorphisms and tree maps.

Topological entropy is a topological invariant which measures how a map
mixes up the points of the space by iteration. For a definition and the funda-
mental properties of topological entropy see, for instance, [DGS].

Let P = {pi < ■■■ < pn} with « € N be a finite subset of interval / = [0, 1]

and T be a map from P into itself, then by [BGMY] the piecewise linear

map Cp defined by CPÍp¡) = xip¡) and C/>([0, p¡]) = {t(pi)}, CPi\pn, 1]) =
{r(p„)} achieves the infimum of the topological entropies of continuous maps
from / to itself which agree with x on P. Hence in some sense we know

the simplest model of maps from / into itself with a common finite invariant
subset of /.

A similar problem has been raised for more than ten years. If we replace the
interval / by the space Y, which map can achieve the minimum entropy of the

continuous maps that agree with a map x on a given finite subset of F ? It is
natural for one to think of the piecewise monotone maps on the given set. But
the node 0 plays a very important role in mixing up the points in Y, while the
itineraries of 0 are untraceable. We will solve the problem by considering two
cases. First, the node 0 is in the given set, and second, 0 is not. In the first
case, the itineraries of 0 are determined by P and x, the minimum entropy
is achieved by the piecewise monotone map.
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In the second case we compare the entropies of maps according to the itiner-
aries of 0. Let P be a finite subset of Y, and x be a map on P. We denote by
si the set of continuous maps from Y to itself which agree with x on P. We
solve the second case as follows. First we find a collection of countably many
continuous maps in si which either map 0 to itself or map 0 to a point in P
after some iterations. Then we show that the entropy of each map / e si is
bigger than or equal to the topological entropy of some map in the collection.
Furthermore we compare the topological entropies of the maps in the collection
and find the one which achieves the minimum topological entropy.

To state the main result we need some notations. Each connected component
of Y\{0} is called a branch of Y and is denoted by br¡, 1 < i < 3. For
X c Y, [X] stands for the convex hull of X. Hence [a, b] will be the
convex hull of {a, b} and (a, b) will be the set [a, b]\{a, b} for every pair

a, b e Y. The closure of each connected component of [P]\P will be called
a P-component. When P lies on three branches and 0 £ P, the closure of

the P-component which contains 0 will be denoted by sm, and furthermore
we denote by sm¡ the unique point from P in sm n br¡ for z = 1,2,3 and

smT = [{x(smi), x(sm2), x(sm3)}]. Clearly sm = [{smi, sm2, sm^]}.
Let f e C(Y, Y) and Q be a finite subset of Y. We say that / ispiecewise

linear with respect to Q if f maps each connected component of r\[Q] to
one point and / is linear on the closure of each connected component of
[Q]\(Q u {0}) when Q lies on three branches or 0 e Q, /is linear on the
closure of each connected component of [Q]\Q in the rest cases. We define a
piecewise linear map Cp with respect to P as follows.

(1) If 0 e P or P lies on at most two branches we shall denote by Cp esi
the unique piecewise linear map with respect to P from Y into itself.

(2) If 0 ^ P and both sm and smr are homeomorphic to Y we shall
denote by Cp e si the piecewise linear map with respect to P such that
CP(0) = 0.

(3) If 0 £ P, sm is homeomorphic to Y and smx is not homeomor-

phic to Y we shall denote by CP e si the piecewise linear map with respect
to P such that Cp(0) = x(smio), where i0 e {1,2,3} satisfying x(sm¡0) e

[Tfjifi/,), r(smh)] and ix # i2 € {1, 2, 3}\{i0} .
With these notations we can now state our main results.

Main Theorem. Let P be a finite subset of Y and x be an invariant map defined

on P. Then Cp achieves the minimum topological entropy of continuous maps
from Y to Y which agree with x on P.   D

The second author would like to thank Professor LI. Alsedà for mentioning
the problem and Professor S. Baldwin for talking about his preliminary reports
[Bald2] by which some method used in the paper was inspired. He also thanks
Professor A. Verjovsky for helpful comments.

2. Preliminaries

The topological entropy for general graph maps was discussed in [LM]. The
following lemma is one of the main result of it. To state the lemma we need a

notion. Let X be a topological space and /: X -* [0, oo]. We say that / is

lower-semicontinuous if for each x e X and a < f(x) there is a neighborhood
U of x such that f(y) > a for every y e U.
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Lemma 2.1. Topological entropy, as a function of a continuous map of a graph
into itself is lower semicontinuous.

The following lemma concerning the topological entropy of tree maps is an
analogy to the interval case [BGMY]. Its proof can be derived from [BC] or
[ALM2]. We shall use «(•) to denote the topological entropy.

Lemma 2.2. Let T be a tree and f G C(F, T). Assume that P is a finite

f-invariant subset of X containing all the vertices and f satisfies that it maps
each connected component of T\[P] to one point. Let Ik , 1 < k < m, be the

closure of connected components of T\P. Define a 0-1 matrix M = (mij)my,m

in the following way.

mij = 1   if and only if /(/,-) D Ij.

Then
«(/)>max{0,logA},

where X is the biggest eigenvalue of M. The equality holds if f is monotonie
on each I¡, i.e., f~xix) is connected for each interior point of Ij.

The next lemma is one of the basic properties of topological entropy. Its

proof can be found, for instance, in [DGS].

Lemma 2.3.  (1) Let X be a compact metric space and f G CiX, X).  Then

hif) = hif\ñX)).
(2) Let Zi be compact metric spaces and f G CiZ¡, Z¡) for i = 1, 2. If

(Zi, /i) is an extension of (Z2, f2) or (Z2, f2) is a factor of (Zx, f¡), i.e.,
there exists f G C(ZX, Z2) such that f2 ° g = g ° fi, then «(/i) > hif2).
Furthermore if f is a homeomorphism then «(/i) = hif2).

(3) If Si, S2 are two closed f-invariant subsets of f, then

hif)>tnax{hif\Sl),hif\s2)}.

Furthermore if Si n S2 = 0 and Si U S2 = X then «(/) = max{«(/|5|),

hif\s2)}-

To prove the Main Theorem we shall identify the points in Y so that the
induced map on the quotient space has some nice properties. We will prove
a lemma which shows that under our identification the quotient space is not a

complicated space. To state the lemma we start with some notations.
By a continuum we mean a connected compact metric space. A continuum

is called a dendrite if it is uniquely arcwise connected and locally connected.
A decomposition D of a space X is a collection of non-empty closed pairwise
disjoint subsets of X such that their union is X. We may define an equivalence
relation on X by the decomposition in the following way: x ~ y if and only
if x, y G B for some BeD. We say a decomposition is upper semicontinuous
if the projection p : X —► X/ ~ is a closed map. For an equivalence relation ~
on X we will use x to denote the equivalence class of x. Let /: X —► X be
a continuous map. For each pair B{, B2 of subsets of X we say Bx /-covers
B2 if fiBi) D B2. Furthermore we wül use [jc, y] to denote the unique arc

connecting x and y for any pair x, y in a dendrite.
Let X be a dendrite and / e CiX, X), and Si, S2 be two closed connected

subsets of X. For each k e N we define an equivalence relation on X in the

following way: x ~ y if and only if x, y e Si n f~kiz) for some z G S2, then

we have
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Lemma 2.4. // Si n f~k(S2) is connected, then the quotient space Xj ~ is a
dendrite. Furthermore if X is a tree then X/ ~ is also a tree.

Proof. Let p: X —► X/ ~ be the projection. We claim that p is closed. In
fact let B be a closed subset of X we need to show that p~xp(B) is a closed
subset of X. This follows from the observation that if x, ~ y¡ with y¡ e B
then any limit points of {x,} is equivalent to some point of B. As p is a
closed map then the decomposition given by the equivalence relation is upper
semicontinuous. By Theorem 1 [K, pp. 64-65] Xj ~ is a compact metric space.
As p is continuous, Xj ~ is locally connected [K, pp. 256-257]. Hence if we
can show that Xj ~ is uniquely arcwise connected then X/ ~ is a dendrite.

To show that X¡ ~ is uniquely arcwise connected we only need to prove that

p(Si nf~k(S2)) is uniquely arcwise connected. Define /*: p(Si rif~k(S2)) -»

fk(S¡ n f~k(S2)) in the following way: f*([x]) = fk(x) for each x e Si n

f~k(S2). It is checked that f is a bijection. As f* op\Stnf-t(Si) »/*b,n/-*{^)

we get that /* is continuous. Since p is continuous and /fcls,n/-*(s2) is a closed

map it implies that /* is a closed map. Hence f* is a homeomorphism from
p(SiDf-k(S2)) onto fk(Sinf~k(S2)) cX. Hence p(Sinf~k(S2)) is uniquely
arcwise connected.

The last statement of the lemma follows from the above proof easily.       Q
Notice that if 52 = fk(Si) then 5, c f~k(S2). Since Si is connected, the

condition of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied. Thus X/ ~ is a dendrite.
The last lemma which we want to prove in this section is the following. As

usual we need some notations. Let X be a compact metric space and / e
C(X, X). For a point or subset of X, A, the orbit of A under / is the set

0(A, f) = {A, f(A),...,}. The œ-limit set of x e X is the set {y e X:
there are n, e N such that fn'(x) -» y}. A point x e X is said to be a

nonwandering point of f if for any neighborhood Vx of x there exists n e N

such that f"(Vx)C\Vx ^ 0. The set of nonwandering points of / will be

denoted by Q(/). A well-known fact about Q(/) is that h(f) — A(/ta(/)) •
By a retraction from a dendrite T onto its closed connected subspace 7"i we
mean a continuous map r such that r(x) = x for each x e T and r maps

each connected component of T\Ti to one point.

Lemma 2.5. Let T be a dendrite and Ti be a subdendrite such that T\Ti only
has finitely many connected components. Let f e C(T, T) and r be a retraction
from T onto Ti then h(f) > h(r o f\T¡).

Proof. We only need to show this if T\Ti has only one connected component

C. Let {a} = C n T,. Denote g = r o f\T¡ . We claim that (1) if 0(a,f)c
Ti then £l(g) is also an /-invariant set, (2) if 0(a, f) ÇL T\ then B —
Çl(g)\0(a, g) is an /-invariant set and 0(a, g) is an isolated subset of Q(g).

To prove the claim firstly we assume that 0(a, f) c T . Let x e Q(g) ■ If
f(x) £ T then there is a neighbourhood Vx of x in T such that Vx C T\, and
f(Vx) c C. Then g(Vx) = a. As x e Q(g) we have that x e co(a, g). Hence
f(x) e co(a, g) c Ti, a contradiction. Hence f(x) e T for all x € Q(g) ■
That is to say that f(x) = g(x) e Q(g) for all x e £l(g) ■ Hence

h(f)>h(f\çl{g)) = h(g\Ci{g)) = h(g).

Now suppose that 0(a, f) <£ Ti. Then there is / e N such that a, f(a),...,
f'~x(a) e Ti and f'(a) e C. Hence a is a periodic orbit of g. Assume that
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there is x e B such that fix) G C. Since x G dig), an arbitrary neighborhood
U of x has an image intersecting U. However, if U is small enough, then it
is mapped entirely to a, so the orbit of a has to intersect U. Since the orbit of
a is finite and U can be arbitrarily small, it follows that jc G 0(a, g), a con-
tradiction. Hence fix) G Fi for all x e B. To show that £ is an /-invariant
subset it remains to show that fix) £ 0(a, g), for each x £ B. Assume the
contrary, that is there is x G B such that fix) G 0(a, g). This implies that

there is j < i such that x, fix),... , fj~xix) G Tx and fjix) G C. By the
same reason as before we have x G cu(zz, g), a contradiction.

At last we show that 0(a, g) is an isolated set of £2(g). If this is not the
case then there are points x„ G B, x G 0(a, g) such that x„ —► x. Then

there is jc„0 such that fixno) G C. This is not true by the fact that B is an

/-invariant set.
As B and 0(a, g) are both closed ^-invariant sets, and fi(^) = BuOia, g)

we get the following inequality by using Lemma 2.3.

hif) = hif\aif))>hif\B) = hig\B)

= max(«(g|5), h(g\oia,g))) = h(g\atg)) = h(s)-

Hence we are done.   D

3. Proof of the main theorem

With the preparation in section 2 we are now at the stage to prove the Main
Theorem. Notice that if 0 G F or F ies on at most two branches, then by
Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.2 Cp achieves the toplogical entropy of F. So we
only consider the case that 0 £ P and P lies on three branches. For / esf
we can further divide this case into two subcases, namely /(0) £ int(5«z) and
/(0) G int(5«z) where int(5«z) is the interior of sm. When /(0) £ int(5m),
there are still two possibilities, i.e., 5«zT is or is not homeomorphic to Y. In
order to compare the entropies of / and Cp, we need compare the entropies
of / and the following maps in respective cases.

If 5«zT is homeomorphic to Y denote by fio £ & the piecewise linear map
with respect to P satisfying /o(0) = sm¡ for ¿=1,2,3.

If smz is not homeomorphic to Y, we have the following two cases which

will occur when we make identification later. Cp> in the following is piecewise
linear with respect to P' (see Section 1). Let z'o, z'i, z'2 G {1,2,3} be the
integers such that t(5W,0) g [t(5«z,,) , t(5«z,2)] .

(a) t(5«zJo) g Wim/,), t(5«î/2)).

In this case we define P' to be (F\{5«z,0}) u {0} and

if x G F\{5m,0} and t(x) ¿ sm¡Q ;

if x G P\{sm¡0} and t(;c) = 5«zJo ;

if x = 0 and t(5«î,0) ^ 5«z,0 ;

if x = 0 and t(5«î,0) = 5«z,0.

(b) t(5«i,0) = t(5«z„) or r(smh) = x(smk).
By changing the labeling of sm^ , j = 1, 2, we may assume that t(5«î,0) =

xix),

Cp'W = < T('im,o),

0,
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x(smit ). We define P' to be (P\{sm¡0, smix}) u {0} and

if x e P\{smio, 5W,,} and t(x) # smio, smit ;

if x e P\{sm¡0, smit} and t(x) = sm¡0 or sm^ ;

if x = 0 and x(sm¡0) ^ sm¡0, sm^ ;

if x = 0 and x(sm¡0) = sm¡0 or sm¡{.

In the following lemma we will show that h(f) > h(fio) for some i e
{1,2,3} when jmT is homeomorphic to Y and /(0) £ int(sm). In the
proof we identify certain points first to create a quotient space, and an induced
map on the quotient space. A subspace of the quotient space is homeomorphic
to Y. And the homeomorphism induces a continuous map on Y which maps
the node 0 to a point in P. Then by Lemma 2.2, this map has no smaller en-
tropy than fio has for a prefixed ¿€{1,2,3}. Notice that by Lemma 2.3 the
entropy of / is no smaller than the entropy of the induced map on the quotient
space which is further bigger than or equal to the entropy of the composition of
the induced map with a retraction by Lemma 2.5. Then by Lemma 2.3 again
on the equality of the entropies of the conjugated maps and by Lemma 2.2 we
are done for this case.

When smr is not homeomorphic to Y and /(0) £ int(sm) using the same

idea as above we can prove that the entropy of / is no smaller than the entropy
of Cpi. By some calculation we can see that the entropy of Cf> is equal to the
entropy of Cp . Therefore h(f) > h(Cp).

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that f(0) £ int(sm). If smx is homeomorphic to Y then

h{f)> h(fio) for some i e {1, 2, 3}. If smT is not homeomorphic to Y then
h(f)>h(CP).

Proof. Case I: smr is homeomorphic to Y.

Suppose that /(0) e [a, b] with a,b e P and (a, b) n P = 0. Without
loss of generality we suppose that /(0) e brx. Let i\, ii be integers such that
x(sm¡l) and x(sm¡2) are not in bri. As [0,5/«,,] and [0,sm¡2] both /-cover
[smi, 0] there exist x7 e (0, sm^) with ./ = 1, 2 such that

f(xi) = /(x2) = smi   and   smx i /(0, xi)U/(0, x2).

Define an equivalence relation on Y in the following way: x ~ y if and

only if x, y e [xi, X2] and f(x) = f(y). Then we get a quotient space Y/ ~,

a projection p : Y ~-*Yj ~ and a continuous map / from Y/ ~ to itself with

p o / = / o p . Then /(xi ) = íf»i. By Lemma 2.3, h(f) > h(f).
By the remark after Lemma 2.4, Y/ ~ is a tree, [xi, Ö] is thus homeomor-

phic to an interval. Notice that /?([xi, X2]) is homeomorphic to /([xi, X2])
which is an interval by the choice of Xi and X2. p([xi, X2]) is an arc that

contains [xi, Ö]. p([xi, X2])\[xi ,0] is a branch joining the rest of Yj ~ at

Ö.
Let r: Y/ ~—► (Y/ ~)\(p([xi, X2])\[xi, Ö]) be a retraction. Then by Lemma

2.5 we have that

h(f)>h(f)>h(rof\r(Y,^).

Moreover one can see that r(Y/ ~) is homeomorphic to Y by the definition

of r.   r o /|r(y/^) is conjugate to a map from si which maps 0 to smi •

Cp-(x) =
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Therefore we have «(/) > «(r o f\r(Y/~)) > ^(/io) by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma
2.3.

For the same reason if /(0) G br¡ then «(/) > «(/o)> i = 2, 3.
Case 2: smr is not homeomorphic to Y.
Subcase 1. t(5«î,0) g (t(5«î,i) , t(5«t,2)) . Let Ri, R2 be the closures of two

connected components of F\t(5«î,0) such that t(5«z;;) g Rj for j = 1, 2.

If /(0) G Ri then [0,5«i,0] and [0,5«jl2] both /-cover [/(0), t(5«î,0)] .

Hence there exist Xi G [0, smio] and ;c2 g [0, im,-2] such that /(xi) = fix2) =
t(5W,0) . Then we define an equivalence relation on Y as the same as in the

Case 1 and proceed with the same argument. Finally we get «(/) > /z(C/><).

In case /(0) G R2 the lemma can be proved similarly.
Subcase2. t(5«z,0) = i(im/,) or t(5«i,2) . In this case we set Si = [5«i,0, 5m,,]

if t(5«î/0) = t(5«î,,) and Si = [smio, sm¡2] if t(5«z,0) = t(5«z/2). Let 52 =

fiSi ). Using the identification defined before Lemma 2.4 and the same argu-

ment as above we get that «(/) > A(C/»).
Let M, M' be the induced matrices by Cp and Cp: respectively. If Ai,...,

Xm are eigenvalues of M' then 0,... ,0, Xi,... , Xm are eigenvalues of M.

Hence hiCP) = «(C/>0 . Thus we have «(/) > «(C/>).   D

Now we consider the situation that /(0) G int(5«z). We start with some

notations.
Let / G sf . We define <j> to be a map from {smx, sm2, sm^} to itself

satisfying 4>ism¡) = sm¡ if t(5«z,) g br¡. Suppose that /(0) G br¡0. As 5«z,0
is an eventually periodic point of <p, then there exist p G {0,1,2} and a
periodic orbit ß of 0 such that either c^ism^) eQ for p = 0 or (j^ism^) G

Q but (j>'ismio) i Q for 0 < z < p - 1 for /? > 0. Suppose that Q =
{smp+i, ..., smp+r} and <pismp+l) = smp+i+nmoàr) for 0 < i < r - 1 where r

is the period of the points in Q.
Let d be a metric on y and ||-, -|| be a norm in C(Y, Y). We say that /

maps 0 according to <f> up to kth iteration if

Condition 1. /'(0) G int(5«z) for z = 0, 1, 2,... , k, /*+1 (0) G 7\int(5m).
Condition 2. fi+x (0) G er, for any pair i, j = 0, 1, 2,..., k if <¡>'ismia) G

<v
Condition 3. rf(/p+,'(0), 0) < difp+i+ri0), 0) for every i satisfying that

0 < i<k+1-p-r.
We will denote by /oo the piecewise linear map from sf satisfying that 0 is

a fixed point; by fa the piecewise linear map from sf such that faity G br¡, it
maps 0 according to <j> up to kth iteration and fkk+ii0) = smj if fkk+ii0) G er,
for i = 1, 2, 3 and k e N. Such a map is uniquely determined.

We have defined /o in the case where smz is homeomorphic to Y. Here

we extend the definition to the case where 5«iT is not homeomorphic to Y.

Lemma 3.2.  hifa) > «(/00) > «(C/>) for i e {1, 2, 3} and k G N u {0}.

Proof. When 5«zT is homeomorphic to F, by the definition of Cp and /)0 ,
we can see that /0o = CP . Hence «(/oo) > «(¿/>). We need only to show next
hifa) > «(/oo) for z = 1, 2, 3 and k G N u {0} . By the definition of </> there
are only two possibilities.

(i) <t> has a periodic orbit of period 3.
Without loss of generality we suppose that z = 1 and fismj) G 6r/+i(mod3)
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for j = 1, 2, 3. Let Z be the connected component of P\J{fik(0), ... , fkk(0)}
such that 0 e Z and /(0) e br{. Let z¡, 22, ¿3 be the boundary points of Z
with Zj e br¡ for j = 1,2,3. Then there exist x e (0, z¡) and y e (0, Z2)
such that /yt(x) = fk(y) = 0. Define an equivalence relation in Y as follows:

Xi ~ X2 if and only if fk(xi) = fk(x2), and X], x2 e [x, y]. Thus if we use

the same argument as in Lemma 3.1 we get that h(fik) > A(./(/+i(mod3))(fc+i)) •

Hence h(fik)> h(fi{k+3)).
By Lemma 2.2 the topological entropy of fik does not depend on the lengths

of each connected component of [P]\(P U {0}) so we can change the lengths

such that for 0 < i, j < 3, nk = 3* + /*, lim¿_00 ||/„t, /00|| = 0.
As topological entropy is lower semicontinuous we have h(f„k) > h(foo) for

0 < i, j < 3, fceNujO}. This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) <f> has three fixed points or one fixed point and a periodic orbit of period

2.
In this case we have that h(fik) > h(fi{k+l)) or h(fk) > h(fi(k+2)). Hence

by a similar argument as in (i) we have h(fik) > h(foo) -
For a proof of the second case, we can use the same argument as in the proof

of (i) to show h(fik) > h(foo) ■ Hence we only need to show that h(foo) >
h(Cp).

By labeling the branches we may assume that x(smi) e [x(sm2), x(sm^)],
and x(smi) and x(sm2) lie on the same branch. Hence there exists a e

[0, SWJ2] such that f(a) = x(smi).
Define an equivalence relation on Y as follows: x ~ y if and only if x, y e

[smi, a] n /0ô'(z) f°r some z e [x(smi), 0] then we have

h(foo) > h(Cp<) = h(Cp).

Lemma 3.3. Let f esi and f(0) e int(sm). If f maps 0 according to <f> up
to kth iteration then h(f) > h(CP).

Proof. If / maps 0 according to <f> up to /cth iteration then there is x e

(0, f(0)) such that fk(x) = smk+i(moàp+r) and satisfies Condition 2 and Con-

dition 3 if we replace /(0) by x . Note that P = P u {x, f(x),... , fk~x(x)}

is an /-invariant set. Let x = f\~. Then x is invariant on P. Let sm be

the component of [P]\P containing 0. Then /(0) £ int(iTñ) by the choice

of x. If im is homeomorphic to Y, by Lemma 3.1, we have h(f) > A(/o)

where /o(0) e sm\int(sm). By Lemma 3.2, h(fo) > h(C~) where P is piece-

wise linear with respect to P and C^(0) = 0. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 13

(p. 198) of [BC], we have h(C~) > h(CP). We are done in this case.

If sm1 is not homeomorphic to Y, by Lemma 3.1 again, h(f) > h(C~),

where Cj is piecewise linear with respect to P and C^(0) = x(sm¡0) with

x(smio) e [f(i7w„), x(sm¡2)] for ii ¿ i2 e {1,2, 3}\{/'o}- In this case there
are three possibilities, namely <ß has a periodic orbit of period 2, the other
situations are similar.

Now we suppose that <f> has a periodic orbit of period 2. If x and P(x)
are on the same branch br¡, but the sm¡ on the third branch is not mapped to

br¡, then Cp = f(x). Hence C~ = fo, where br¡ contains f(x). By Lemma
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2.2, Lemma 13 (p. 198) of [BC] and Lemma 3.2,

A(C?) - hifjo) > «(/oo) > «(/oo) > hiCp).

If x and Pix) are on the same branch br¡, and the sm¡ on the third branch

is mapped to br¡ too, then C~ = /2(x). Let P = P\{x} . Then C~ = /,0,

where /,o is defined with respect to F. By Lemma 2.2, Lemma 13 (p. 198) of

[BC] and Lemma 3.2 again

hiC~) = «(A,) > «(/oo) > «(/oo) > KCp).

Therefore «(/) > «(C?) > «(C/>).
We denote by F(/) the set of periodic points of /.

Lemma 3.4. Let f€Sf and /(0) G int(5«z). Then «(/) > «(C/>).

Proof. If / maps 0 according to <j> up to k—the iteration, then by Lemma
3.3, «(/) > «(C/>). If / does not map 0 according to 4> up to any iteration,
we have the following four cases.

(i) Condition 1 holds but Condition 2 fails;
(ii) Condition 1 holds but Condition 3 fails;
(iii) Condition 1 fails but both Condition 2 and Condition 3 hold;
(iv) Condition 1 fails and at least one of Condition 2 and Condition 3 fails.

If Condition 1 holds, there is an integer k > 0 such that /'(0) G int(5«z)

for 0 < i < k but /*+1(0) g F\int(5«z). In case (i) since Condition 2 fails

to hold, there must be an integer / with 0 < I < k such that //+1(0) and

<Z)/+1(5m,0) belong to different branches. [//+1(0), <z>/+I(5«t,0)] must contain

the node 0. Thus there is a point a e [/'(O), <f>lism¡0)] such that fia) - 0.

Since / < k, we have a e intism). Let A = {a, 0, /(0),... , /'(0)} . Then
for any point x e A, one of x, fix) and Pix) belongs to int([^4]). Define

B = {x G Y\[A]: fix) = x Jfor some integer n > 0 and_/'(x) G Y\[A] for

z" = 0, 1,...,«- 1} . Then B is invariant under / and B D[A] = 0 by the
construction of A.

Let p be a map from Y to Y such that pi[A]) — {0} and p is a homeo-

morphism from F\[^] onto F\{0}. We define /': Y — Y by /'(O) = 0 and
fix) = pifip~x ix))) if x / 0. Then /' is a continuous map. It is easy to

check that /'(0) = 0 and piB) is closed and invariant under /'. Moreover

P~if) = p(B) U {0} is the union of two closed and invariant sets.

By Lemma 2.3 and the paper [Y], «(/') = «(/'tam) = Hf'\p(B^ ■ Since p

is a homeomorphism on B, we have «(/'LgO = «(/Iß) • And h(f\g) < «(/)

since B is a closed and /-invariant subset of Y. Since I <k and a G int(5«i),
we have [A] c int(5«z). Then by Lemma 2.2, «(/') > hif¿0) where /0'0 fixes
0 and is piecewise linear with respect to piP). By pulling back by p to a

continuous map that fixes 0 and such that P is invariant, by using Lemma 2.2
again, we get «(^'0) > «(/00).

In case (ii) Condition 3 fails to hold. There are two possibilities, for 0 < z <
k+l-p-r, (iia) dip+ii0), 0) = difP+i+ri0), 0), and (iib) i/(/p+'(0), 0J >
difp+i+ri0), 0). In (iia), fp+ii0) is a periodic point with period r. Let P =
P U O(0, f). Then by using Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 we have that «(/) is
bigger than or equal to the topological entropy of the piecewise linear map /'
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with respect to P. We denote [O(0, /)] by C . It is easy to see that C is an
/'-invariant set. By identifying C as a point, we get a quotient space which
is homeomorphic to Y and an induced map /" which is semiconjugate to

/'. Moreover /" fixes the node of the quotient space. Thus h(f') > h(f") >

h(foo). Therefore h(f) > h(f00).
In case (iib) we denote A = {0, f(0),... , fp+l+r(0)}. By using the same

technic as in (i) we get h(f) > h(foo).
In case (iii) let B = [0(0, /)]. If [0(B ,f)]csm we denote C = [0(B, /)].

Then f(C) c C. Notice that if sm¡ e C then it is a periodic point of / with
period 1, 2 or 3 and 0(sm¿, f) c {smi, sm2, sm^} . By a similar argument

as in (iia) one can see that h(f) > h(f') > h(f") > h(f00) > h(CP) by using
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.2.

In case [0(B, /)] <£. sm we know that there exists i e N such that y e

(0, /(0))_with y e f~'(x) for some x = smj as /([0, /(0)]) D [0, /(0)].

Denote P = P U {y, f(y),... , f'~l(y)} ■ Then P is an /-invariant set. Let

¿o be the integer such that d(0, /'°(v)) = min{¿(0, f'(y)): f'(y) e (0, f(0))
for any possible i - 1 > / > 0}. By Lemma 3.1 we get that h(f) > h(f'),

where /' is defined similar to fg¡ and Cpi based on the /-invariant set P
and /'(0) = p"(y) for some I < jo < i or T(sm,0), where we use the same
notation in as in Lemma 3.1.

It is obvious that Condition 1 for /' must hold. Then by Case (i) or Case
(ii) or Lemma 3.3 we know that h(f) > h(f') > h(CP).

In case (iv), we can choose A as in either (i) or (ii). Since f'(0) e int(sm)
for all 0 < i, [A] is still contained in int(sm). By similar arguments, we have

h(f)>h(CP).
To sum up we have proved that h(f) > h(Cp).   D

Proof of the Main Theorem. By Lemmas 3.1-3.4 it is easy to see that the main
theorem holds.   D
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